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Abstract. An increasing number of clients use the web for applications

such as web browsing, E-commerce, and web portals. An important char-

acteristic of data access in this environment is that clients often have

di�erent requirements for the latency and recency of objects. However,

there has been little work that aims to accomodate varying client needs.

My Ph.D. research introduces client pro�les that allow clients to express

their requirements with respect to the latency and recency of objects.

Pro�les are used by a cache or web portal to determine when to down-

load a fresh object and when to use a cached copy. Pro�les can be tuned

to reect the requirements of a client or application. The pro�le-based

framework is straightforward to implement for both clients and caches,

and can scale to a large number of clients and applications. Preliminary

results show that pro�les can reduce latency and bandwidth consump-

tion compared to existing techniques, while still providing recent data in

many cases.

1 Introduction

An increasing number of clients are using the web for applications such as web
browsing, querying web-accessible databases, web portals, and E-commerce ap-
plications. Data at these sources is often characterized by high latency and fre-
quent updates, e.g., stock quotes. An important characteristic of web applica-
tions is that for di�erent applications, clients may have di�erent requirements
with respect to latency and recency. For example, clients accessing stock quotes
may be willing to wait longer for the most recent data. On the other hand,
clients accessing news or weather data may tolerate stale data that can be deliv-
ered quickly, for example from a nearby proxy cache or web portal. However, to
date there has been little work that aims to accomodate clients and applications
with varying needs with respect to recency and latency.

My Ph.D. research introduces a Pro�le-based framework to address this lim-
itation. A pro�le is a set of application-speci�c parameters whose values reect
a client's requirements with respect to latency and recency. Clients set their
pro�le parameters according to the needs of their applications. Clients commu-
nicate their pro�le information to a proxy cache, portal, or other source using a



scalable framework that works as follows: A client's pro�le parameters are ap-
pended to the client's HTTP requests. A parameterized decision function at a
proxy cache or web portal (hereafter referred to as a \cache") uses the pro�le
parameters to determine whether to serve a client's request for an object directly
from the cache, or download an updated object from the remote data source.
This architecture allows a cache to scale to a large number of clients without
the overhead of storing or maintaining pro�les. Pro�les are exible and can be
tuned to provide upper bounds with respect to recency or latency.

There are many applications that can bene�t from pro�les. One example is
a web portal that provides information gathered from multiple data sources on
the Web. Since portals rely on data from other sources, they must periodically
propagate updates from these sources. This introduces two challenges. First,
even with an e�cient update propagation strategy, some data at the portal may
be stale[7]. This is unacceptable for applications where clients may require recent
data. Second, propagating updates may consume large amounts of bandwidth,
especially if the portal gathers data from a large number of sources that are
updated frequently. Pro�les can address both these challenges. First, given a
client request for a data object and a client pro�le, data that is not su�ciently
recent at the portal can be refreshed on demand. This can improve the recency
of data at the portal for clients who will tolerate some extra latency. Second,
pro�les can indicate data for which some degree of staleness is tolerable. Updates
to such data can be propagated less often, which could reduce the overhead of
maintaining a web portal.

A second application is a client-side proxy cache [5, 8, 14]. Client-side proxy
caching is a common strategy for reducing access latencies on the web. A cache
typically resides between a group of clients and the Internet, for example at a
company or university campus. Note that the remote servers may be unaware of
the existence of the proxy cache, and no cooperation between the servers and the
proxy cache is required. The cache can leverage commonalities in client requests
and reduce the amount of tra�c between the clients and remote web servers.
However, as with web portals, a major challenge to maintaining a proxy cache
is that cached data becomes stale as updates are made at remote servers. An
existing technique to maintain consistency is to assign each object a time-to-live
(TTL)[6], and validate object's whose TTL has expired. This adds latency to
requests and may add unnecessary overhead for clients who tolerate stale data.
In this environment, pro�les could be used to reduce the number of validations.

The pro�le-based framework makes several key contributions. First, unlike
existing work in caching, it allows clients to explicitly express latency and recency
requirements, so clients receive service most appropriate to their applications.
Pro�les can be tuned to meet the needs of diverse client populations. A second
contribution is the reduced overhead of accessing data sources on the Web. In
web proxy caches, using pro�les to make the decision of whether to download
an object or use a cached copy can reduce bandwidth consumption and provide
lower access latencies for clients who can tolerate stale data. In web portals,



pro�les can be used to refresh some objects on demand and reduce the amount
of data that needs to be prefetched.

The pro�le-based framework is further distinguished by its scalable architec-
ture. Since clients store pro�le information locally and communicate it to caches
as needed, there is no overhead of storing or maintaining pro�les at a cache.
Further, the pro�le-based framework does not require any modi�cation to or
cooperation from remote servers, which distinguishes it from previous research
in the database community[1,13, 18]. The framework can be implemented with
minimal overhead for both clients and caches. Clients can tune their pro�les
with the aid of a graphical interface. The browser can automatically append
these parameters to client requests, and the cache will use these parameters in
the decision function. This architecture ensures the feasibility of implementing
support for pro�les, and allows a cache to scale to a large number of clients. An
implementation of pro�les in the Squid Cache [4] is currently underway.

My Ph.D. research also investigates the application of pro�les for di�erenti-
ating applications on mobile networks. In this environment, pro�les are useful
for meeting deadlines of clients who will disconnect, and dealing with contention
on the downlink bandwidth. Details are described in [2].

2 State-of-the-Art

The current state-of-the-art in web caching to maximize the recency of data
delivered to clients is to assign each object a time-to-live (TTL) [6,9, 12]. A
TTL is an estimate of how long the object will remain fresh in the cache. When
a client requests an object, if its TTL has expired, the cache must contact the
remote server to check for updates, and download a fresh object if the cached
object has expired. This increases the latency of the request and reduces the
bene�ts of caching. Thus, while the TTL approach delivers the most recent data
to clients, it may have high latency. Further, in practice an object's TTL estimate
may be inaccurate.

Another approach to cache consistency is server-side invalidation [17], where
servers notify caches of updates to objects. While this approach guarantees that
client will receive the most recent data, it requires cooperation from remote
servers and may not scale to large numbers of caches. Further, many servers
may be unable or unwilling to implement support for invalidation, so it is not
always feasible in practice.

The current state-of-the art in web portals is to maintain copies of all objects,
and perform prefetching in the background to keep the cached objects up to
date[7]. We refer to this approach as Always Use Cache (AUC). Prefetching
strategies to maximize the overall recency of a cache are described in [7]. This
approach has several limitations. First, it is impossible to keep everything up
to date. Therefore, there will always be some stale objects returned to clients.
Second, when a portal has many frequently updated objects, the AUC approach
consumes large amounts of bandwidth and does not scale. Therefore, while AUC



minimizes the latency of client requests, it may perform poorly with respect to
recency and consume large amounts of bandwidth.

There is work in the database community [1,13, 18] that relaxes the require-
ment that cached copies be consistent with objects that reside on remote servers.
This research aims to minimize communication between clients and servers by
allowing cached copies of objects to deviate from the data at the server in a con-
trolled way. For example, the server could guarantee that a cached object falls
within a certain degree of precison [1, 18] or number of updates to the object
at the remote server [13]. This means that clients may not need to check for
updates when a cached object expires and reduces the latency of client requests.
Work in [1, 13, 18] di�ers from the proposed research in that it requires servers
to propagate updates to the client-side cache when a cached value no longer has
an acceptable degree of precision; this places more work on servers and does not
scale at all to a large number of clients. In contrast, the pro�le-based framework
requires no cooperation from servers, which means it can potentially be used for
any data source on the WWW without any modi�cations to the remote sources

and scales upwards. This is an important advantage of the proposed research
over previous approaches.

There is also relevant work in the area of materialized views. [10] describes
a framework for using both fresh and stale data to optimize queries on materi-
alized views. It introduces the notion of obsolescence, a metric of the \penalty"
of answering a query using obsolescent materialized views. Queries can be an-
swered using the obsolescent materialized view, or by accessing fresh data across
a network. This is similar to the latency-recency tradeo� considered in the pro-
posed research. However, the emphasis of this work is on query processing using
materialized views.

A related problem is WebView materialization [15, 16]. This work addresses
the problem of computing materialized views for web-accessible databases. The
aim of this work is to improve performance at database-backed web servers, and
complements the pro�le-based framework.

3 Pro�le-Based Framework

The objective of the pro�le-based framework is to de�ne pro�les that can dis-
criminate among application requirements. Pro�les allow clients to specify their
preferences with a few parameters. Pro�les are set individually by a client or
application, and a single client can specify either a single pro�le or di�erent
pro�les for di�erent applications.

3.1 Parameters

The pro�les include the following parameters:
Target Latency: The �rst parameter is a target latency (TL) which is used to
determine when to download a requested object and when to use a cached copy.
We note that the cache can estimate the latency of downloading an object using



techniques described in [11], which have been shown to be reasonably accurate
in practice.
Target Recency: Clients specify a target recency TR. There are many possible
recency metrics described in the literature [1,7, 10, 13] that could be chosen,
for example time elapsed since the cached object became stale [7] or number of
updates since object was cached [13]. The choice of recency metric depends on the
semantics of the application and the types of updates that occur, so di�erent
metrics are useful under di�erent circumstances. Studying the e�ectiveness of
di�erent recency metrics is one area of future research. Note that the recency
of a cached object can be estimated using knowledge of past updates to the
object[6]. Details of how to estimate the recency are in [3].

Pro�les for clients on mobile networks also include a deadline [2]. The dead-
lines are used for scheduling data delivery on the wireless downlink, and allow
clients to give higher priority to their applications requiring low latency.

3.2 Parameterized Decision Function and Pro�le-Based

Downloading

A parameterized decision function incorporates client pro�les into the decision
of whether to request an updated object from a remote server or to use a pre-
viously cached object. An example function is presented below. This function
was chosen because it has several desirable properties. First, it can be tuned
to provide an upper bound with respect to recency or latency. Second, when
it is impossible to meet both targets, the parameters can be set to reect the
trado�, i.e., the relative importance of meeting each of the targets. There are
many di�erent functions that could be used. In general, a good function should
be able to adequately capture the latency-recency tradeo�, and be straightfor-
ward for clients to tune. A function that does not satisfy client requirements or
requires extensive �ne-tuning to perform well is less desirable. These criteria can
be used to re�ne the choice of decision function, and studying the e�ectiveness
of di�erent functions is an area of ongoing work.

The function �rst calculates a score for both recency and latency as follows:

Score(T,x,K) = 1 if x < T
K/(x - T + K) otherwise

T is the target value of recency or latency, x is the actual value, and K is a
constant �0 that is used to tune the rate at which the score decreases. Let KL
be the K value used to control the latency score, and let KR be the K value used
to control the recency score.

The K values are set automatically by the browser based on client preferences,
using an interface described below. Therefore, tuning the function requires little
overhead for the clients.

Combined Weighted Score The combined scoring function is a separable func-
tion obtained from the scores for recency and latency. This function can also



be tuned to capture the latency-recency tradeo� for a client or application as
follows: Applications can assign relative weights to the importance of latency
and recency. The sum of the weights must equal 1. For some applications it may
be more important to meet the recency target; for others it may be more im-
portant to meet the latency target. Let w be the weight assigned to meeting the
latency target, and let (1 - w) be the weight assigned to meeting the recency
target. Clients can choose the appropriate weights using a graphical interface.
The combined score of an object is computed as follows:

CombinedScore = (1 - w)*Score(TR, Recency, KR) +

w*Score(TL,Latency, KL)

Pro�le-Based Downloading The pro�le-based downloading algorithm uses the
combined scoring function to make the decision of whether or not to download
an object. When an object is requested, the combined function computes the
score of either downloading the object (DownloadScore) or using the cached
copy (CacheScore). The pro�le-based policy is as follows: When an object is

requested, if DownloadScore > CacheScore, an updated object is downloaded

from the remote server. Otherwise the cached copy is used. Note that the cache
is able to make this decision of whether to download the object or to use a cached
copy without any additional communication with the client.

DownloadScore for an object is computed as follows: Recall that when an
object is downloaded, its Recency is 0 because the remote server always provides
the most recent data. Therefore, Score(TR, Recency, KR) is always 1.0. Thus,
DownloadScore, the combined score of downloading an object, is

DownloadScore = (1-w)*1.0 + w*Score(TL, Latency, KL)

Similarly, an object in the cache has a Latency of 0, so CacheScore is com-
puted as:

CacheScore = (1-w)*Score(TR, Recency, KR) + w*1.0

The values for w and K can also be tuned to provide an upper bound with re-
spect to either latency or recency. Assigning unequal weights to DownloadScore
and CacheScore can enhance the tradeo� and provide an upper bound with re-
spect to latency and recency. In particular, assigning a higher weight to latency
(w > 0.5) puts a �rm upper bound on the latency of a downloaded request, and
assigning a higher weight to age (w < 0.5) puts a �rm upper bound on the age
of an object delivered to the client from the cache. The K values control the
value of the upper bound. Details are in [3]. We have also developed comparable
formulas for mobile networks [2].

Choosing a Pro�le The success of the pro�le-based framework depends on the
ease of creating a pro�le. If setting the parameters is complicated and time con-
suming, clients will be less inclined to use pro�les. The pro�le-based framework
includes an interface that allows clients to express the most appropriate pro�les



for their applications. A browser can present a few example pro�les to a client and
the client can choose the most appropriate pro�le for each application. Clients
who desire greater control can adjust the parameters in the example pro�les
according to their needs. An interface that graphically illustrates the latency-
recency tradeo� of a given pro�le can be used to further re�ne the choice of
parameter values in a pro�le. Details of choosing a pro�le are in [3].

3.3 Preliminary Results

We have obtained preliminary simulation results [3] on a typical web applica-
tion workload that show that the pro�le-based framework performs better than
existing pro�le-unaware approaches. We compared the pro�le-based framework
to two baseline algorithms, TTL and AUC.

Simulation Environment The simulation environment was implemented in C++,
and we considered a workload of approximately 120 requests per minute. The
cache was initially empty. Simulations ran for 2 hours of simulation time to warm
up the cache, then ran for an additional 6 hours to collect data. We considered a
world of 100,000 objects with a popularity following a Zipf-like distribution. In
the results reported below, object latencies varied from 0-5 seconds, and update
frequencies varied from once per minute to once per hour. Client pro�les were set
as follows: the target recency varied from 0-4 updates and the target latency from
0-5 seconds. The other settings were w = 0.5 and KL, KR = 1. We summarize
results for an unlimited cache size; the e�ects of limited cache size are reported
in [3].

We compare TTL, Pro�le, and AUC prefetching 250 objects per minute(AUC-
250). We report on the following metrics:

{ Average Latency: This is the average latency of client requests. Requests
that were served from the cache had a latency of 0.

{ Cache Hits Downloaded: We measured both the number and percentage of
cache hits that were downloaded from remote servers. This gives a measure
of how well the cache is being utilized.

{ Average Age: This is the average age of objects returned to clients. In these
results, the age metric is the number of times and object was updated at the
remote server since it was cached. Using TTL with accurate TTL estimates,
the age is always 0.

The results are reported in Table 1. The �rst observation is that compared
to the traditional TTL scheme that is widely used in proxy caches, pro�le-based
data access can signi�cantly reduce access latencies and bandwidth consumption.
In our simulation the pro�le based framework downloaded up to 25% fewer
objects than TTL, and served nearly twice as many requests from the cache.

Pro�le-based data access also performed better in terms of both recency and
bandwidth consumption compared to the AUC approach that is used in web
portals. Even when AUC prefetches 250 objects per minute, it provided data



Policy Average Average Hits % Hits Total

Latency Age Downloaded Downloaded Downloaded

TTL 2.09 sec 0 updates 25207 79% 36515

AUC-250 0.66 sec 1.63 updates 0 0% 97698

Pro�le 1.48 sec 0.61 updates 15703 50% 27011

Table 1. Results for Pro�le, TTL, and AUC

that is 1.63 updates old on average. In contrast, for a workload of 120 requests
per minute, pro�le-based data access provided an average age of 0.61 updates
and downloaded approximately 75 objects per minute. Thus, the pro�le-based
framework can provide better recency than AUC while consuming signi�cantly
less bandwidth, which allows it to scale to a large number of clients and objects.

We have also performed experimental validation on real traces. The results
show that pro�les perform well on real web workloads. In particular, they can
signi�cantly reduce the number of requests to remote sources, while providing
comparable recency to TTL in many cases.

4 Future Work

Existing work inWeb data access aims to either maximize recency (TTL) or min-
imize latency (AUC), and cannot adapt to clients and applications with varying
needs. Similarly, work in the database community on caching approximate val-
ues requires servers to cooperate with clients, which places an additional burden
on the servers and does not scale to the increasing number of both clients and
servers on the Web. My Ph.D. research addresses these limitations with client
pro�les, a exible and scalable framework to tailor remote data access according
to client needs.

To complete my Ph.D. research, I am doing the following. First, I am do-
ing extensive simulation-based analysis to study the sensitivity of the proposed
framework to varying pro�les, decision functions, and system parameters. I also
plan experimental validation using trace data, and extensive simulation and test-
ing of pro�les in mobile environments. I will implement support for pro�les and
pro�le-based downloading within a proxy cache[4] to measure the performance of
the proposed approach in both �xed network and mobile environments. Finally,
I will investigate pro�le-based prefetching strategies to reduce the overhead of
update propagation in web portals.
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